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ABSTRACT: This study aims at identifying the factors which
influence the customers to use cab apps. Due to the continuous
growth and usage of internet and smart phones the service
industry has widened their services through online mobile apps.
Some major factors are identified through this study and anova
and chi-square are used for data analysis. It is found from the
study that consumers are mostly influenced by advanced booking
technology and view on multiple devices. (Key words:
convenience, advanced booking, cab apps, view on multiple
devices)..
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, technology is increasing in a vast manner.
This increase has lead to the growth of our economy in
various fields. This vast growth has a major impact on the
three sectors of our economy namely, agriculture, industry,
service sectors. Service sector includes arts and entertainment
services, information services, tourism and travel services,
health care services and recreation services. In recent years,
transportation facilities have undergone a tremendous change.
There is a wide range of choices available for transportation
for the customers. Among the various choices, cab facility has
become one of the most important choice for the people in the
metropolitan and urban areas. The growth of car rental
industry is growing with the support of technology. Nowadays
customers are using several mobile apps to book cabs at any
time and from any place in urban areas. The pricing strategy
used by the cab apps is also positively influencing the
customers. When compared to the autos and buses in
metropolitan cities. Many car rental industries has
transformed with the help of internet technology so the
customers are able to easily access through their mobile
phones at flexible prices because of the tough competition
among organized cab operators. In this regard the present
paper briefs about the behavior of consumers while booking
cabs.. Upadhyaya had explained how Meri Cab Company had
collected feedback from its customers and enhanced its
service quality for sustaining in the business.
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II. OBJECTIVES
1. To know about the most preferred cab apps.
2. To study the factors which influence to use cab apps
HYPOTHESIS:1.H0- There is no significant relationship between income
and the factors which influence to use cab apps.
H1- There is significant relationship between income and the
factors which influence to use cab apps.
III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1. D. Shanthi International Journal of Intellectual
Advancements and Research in Engineering Computations
The motivation behind this paper is to examine the elements
impacting the purchasers while choosing taxi administrations.
The reliant variable is 'coupon reclamation conduct' and
autonomous factors are inventiveness and value cognizance.
The connection among reliant and autonomous factors are
observationally checked through factual strategies. The
factual apparatuses like connection, relapse and graphic
insights are utilized for information investigation. It is found
from the examination that customers are intrigued to recover
coupons while choosing taxi administrations. It is additionally
uncovered from the examination that customers are agreeable
to reclaim coupons through versatile applications while
booking taxi administrations. [1]-[4]
2. Adewole Adewumi Transportation is an issue of worry in
huge urban areas of many creating nations today. Because of
the enormous populace in these urban areas, there is
consistent traffic clog and contamination. Thus taxi
administrations are normal. In Nigeria, organizations offering
these administrations have found that they can all the more
likely serve the enormous populace by giving their
administrations through the portable stage. Given the wide
spread selection of advanced cells in these areas, we planned,
created and sent an Android-based application for one of the
taxi administration organization flagged down Red Cab.
[5]-[10]
3. Mohammed Imranesh October 2017 The long haul
advancement of a portable booking taxi application
administration relies upon the proceeded with utilization of its
travelers. The point of this examination is to explore the
determinants of the versatile taxi booking application
administration's duration aim, utilizing the innovation
continuation hypothesis by including the apparent hazard and
abstract standards.
The information were gathered
by looking over 387 clients of
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the versatile taxi application administration. The information
were investigated by applying the fractional least squares
strategy. The examination indicated that the innovation
duration hypothesis has broad capacity to disclose the
continuation expectation to utilize the versatile booking taxi
application. Emotional standards likewise significantly affect
the frame of mind of portable booking taxi application clients
which speaks to a significant commitment to innovation
duration hypothesis augmentation.
Confinements :- The examination has certain hindrance of
which a couple are recorded underneath:
1.The results and disclosures are kept to a limited domain.
2.The evaluations of the respondents may be uneven.
3.Time and resource basic. [16]-18]
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1.Research setup is the ordered plan of coordinating an
assessment study. Undeniable explore arrangement has been
used in the assessment.
2.Descriptive examination attempts to explain purposely an
example, and gives data concerning dispositions and
tendencies towards an issue.
3.Sampling technique is the choice of a subset of people from
among an immense masses to survey characteristics of the 50
respondents. The clear unpredictable procedure has been
chosen for this assessment. [19]-[23]
4.Simple unpredictable testing system, acknowledge that each
and every unit in the people has equal probability of occasion
or comparable probability of occasion and the examining
units are picked discretionarily. A reasonable subjective
selection of individuals is basic to address the people. The pro
has taken 50 models subjectively from the hard and fast
masses. Basic wellsprings of data assembled through study in
google structures and discretionary source from magazines,
journals and site. [11]-[15]
5.Tools and Techniques Used For Analysis Tools used for the
examination were ANOVA and chi-square using SPSS.
IV. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
1. HYPOTHESIS 1:- H0- There is no significant
relationship between income and the factors which
influence to use cab apps.
2. H1- There is significant relationship between income
and the factors which influence to use cab apps.

IV. FINDINGS

From the study the following are the observed findings,
1. Out of 50 respondents, majority of the respondents fall
under the age group 25-30
2. Majority of the respondents are female.
3. Out of 50 respondents, majority of the respondents fall
under the income group of Rs.20000- Rs.30000.
4. Majority of the respondents prefer ola cab only.
5. The majority of the respondents are influenced by
advanced booking and view on multiple devices.
6. The majority of the respondents are attracted towards the
benefits like payment via app and ratings on the app.[23]-[25]
V. CONCLUSION
People are very conscious about the price and the timing.
People prefer cabs because of the reliability and for the sake
of convenience. The pricing strategies used by the organized
cab operators are also a worth preferring to different cabs.
The study compile only with the factors and the customers
impact. But the major problems and the pricing strategies of
the cab operators can also be studied in a wide manner.
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